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Relation between Surface Composition and Electronic Properties
of Native Oxide Films on an Aluminium-Copper Alloy Studied by
DFT
P. Cornette, D. Costa,z and P. Marcus*

Chimie ParisTech, PSL University, CNRS, Institut de Recherche de Chimie Paris, Physical Chemistry of Surfaces Research
Group, 75005 Paris, France

We performed a DFT modelling of Al2O3(001)/Al(001) and Al2O3(001)/Al2Cu(001) surfaces and of Al(010)/Al2Cu(010)
interfaces covered with Al2O3(001). We focus on the electronic properties (work function, valence band and electronic gap)
computed for the different models. We show that both on Al and Al2Cu, the oxide layer induces a significant increase in work
function. The effect of the composition of the first metallic layer underneath the oxide film is also investigated. Cu enrichment
under the oxide film induces an increase in work function, however less marked than the one caused by the oxide layer. We show
that the work function increase is due to a charge transfer from the interfacial metal layer to the oxide layer. The same result is
found at the oxidized Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) interface. The work function of the oxidized Al2Cu zone is higher than the one of
oxidized Al.
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DFT calculations are increasingly used to better understand the
corrosion resistance properties of metals and alloys. Papers now
often combine experimental works with DFT calculations. In
particular, in the case of Al alloys and/or intermetallic particles
(IMPs), several joint experimental and theoretical works have been
performed, where theory helps in interpreting the experimental
data.1–9 In other works, DFT models are used to represent typical
corrosion situations e.g. alloy dissolution.1,10 The adsorption of
corrosive ions (such as chlorides) was also undertaken with DFT
studies.11–15 Some theoretical papers focused on work function
calculation and comparison between different Al and Al2Cu sur-
faces, in order to better understand the effect of surface composition
and termination on the work function value.2,16,17 The work function
is the minimum energy needed to emit an electron from the surface
to vacuum, implying that a higher work function corresponds to a
higher resistance against losing electrons, and vice versa. The work
function is an appropriate measure of the electronegativity18,19 and
the work function value indeed leads to a reasonable estimated trend
of charge transfer for molecular adsorbates.18 The work function is
also one possible descriptor of metal nobility, as recently
reviewed.20 As work function values are easy to extract from DFT
calculations, theoretical works have correlated their values with the
nobility of the metals/alloys.1–3,12,21 The calculated work function
can be compared to the experimentally measured Volta potential in
dry conditions. In vacuum, the work function, Φ, is simply correlated
to the Volta potential Ψ, with e Ψ = Φ. The presence of solvent
renders the things more intricate.22 Nevertheless, the Volta potential
has been considered as an indicator for the corrosion tendency,23 and
this was applied to the study of IMPs by Frankel et al. who found a
linear relation between the Volta potential measured in air and the
corrosion potential in aqueous solution for a range of pure metal and
alloys.24,25 Leygraf et al.17,21 combined Scanning Kelvin Probe
Force Microscopy (SKPFM) measurements of Volta potential on Al
alloys and IMPs, with DFT calculations of work function. Τhe
computational results of Volta potential differences between the
IMPs and the surrounding aluminium matrix were compared to
SKPFM measurements.2,17,21 The first principles calculations were
performed on models of Al and Al2Cu surfaces. Various crystal

faces and terminations of Al2Cu were examined, showing that both
the nature of the face and its termination have a significant effect on
the work function value, which varies between 4.0 and 4.5 eV for
Al2Cu (to be compared to the value of 4 eV for Al). The authors
reported the averaged calculated Volta potential difference, ΔΨ,
between Al2Cu surfaces and pure Al to be +109 mV, confirming the
more noble character provided by copper. However, this value is
much lower than the experimental values (ΔΨ = between +550 and
700 mV). To explain this difference, the authors invoked the
presence of an adsorbed oxygen and hydroxyl-containing species
or a thin oxide and hydroxide film, which can significantly increase
the Volta potential. In a further study,21 the authors consider the
Al2Cu surface terminations in adding water molecules above the
surfaces. They observed a significant effect of the presence of
adsorbed water on the calculated work function of Al2Cu, which
varied between 3.2 and 4.5 eV. Interestingly, whereas the dry
surfaces have a higher Φ than Al, (4.3–4.5 eV vs 4.16 for Al), the
reverse was observed in the presence of 2 water layers, with the Al
work function unchanged, but Al2Cu Φ decreased by 0.25–0.45 eV,
suggesting that depending on the surface termination and water
loading, the intermetallic particle potential might be anodic or
cathodic vs the Al matrix.

In a recent paper by Li et al.,7 the passive films on Al and
Al2CuMg were analysed. AES data show that the passive layer on Al
is thicker than on Al2CuMg. The authors modelled with DFT several
surfaces, namely Al(100), Al(111), Al(101), Al2CuMg(101) and
Al2CuMg(001). According to the density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, the average charge transfers and adsorption energies of
the adsorbates (O2/OH/H2O) on the Al surfaces are larger than those
on the Al2CuMg surfaces, meaning that O2 and H2O preferably
dissociate and adsorb on the Al surfaces. Moreover, the electronic
interactions between the adsorbates and Al surfaces are stronger.
The authors conclude that this is the reason why the growth rate of
the passive film on the Al2CuMg particle is slower. Adsorption of
water and Cl on Al2Cu (001) surface was investigated.26 It was
found that Al surface sites are more energetically favorable for Cl−

ions and water than copper sites. Finally, we mention that some
recent theoretical papers have studied the semi-coherent Al//Al2Cu
interface: the (001)Al//(001)Al2Cu, (010)Al//(010)Al2Cu,

27 (110)
Al2Cu//(111)Al,

28 (001)Al2Cu//(001)(Al), (010)Al2Cu//(010)(Al)
interface,29 (001)Al2Cu//{001}Al and [0 1 0] Al2Cu//[0 1 0]Al30

interfaces have been modelled.zE-mail: dominique.costa@chimieparistech.psl.eu
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All these studies, albeit giving interesting qualitative information,
did not consider a real oxide covering the Al2Cu(Mg) and Al
surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, no oxidized Al2Cu surfaces
have yet been modelled. Models of oxidized metals are not easy to
build, and in fact there is, to our knowledge, a limited number of
models of Al-supported aluminium oxides.6,31,32 Gronbeck32 used
alpha-Al2O3(0001) surface on Al(111), and showed that with
increasing thickness, the surface reactivity in redox reactions
decreases. The limiting thickness was found to be 18 Å. Lanthony
et al.31 studied the first steps of Al(111) oxidation and provided a
model containing two gamma-Al2O3 like layers. We published a
model of epitaxial supported gamma-Al2O3(111) on the Al(111)
surface,6 and we varied the thickness of the oxide layer, from 5 to
12 Å. As in Ref. 32, we showed that increasing the thickness induces
a decrease of the surface reactivity, the oxide layer being more
protective against the cathodic reaction for thicknesses of 9 and
12 Å. We could directly explain the loss of reactivity towards
dioxygen by an increase in the work function. We also showed that
Cu monolayer segregation underneath the oxide film at low
concentration tends to increase the work function, whereas a
decrease of the work function by 0.3 eV is calculated at high
concentration.3 Moreover, we used both Lanthony’s model31 and our
own model in theoretical works in which the adsorption of several
organic molecules was studied, and the results compare well with
experimental data.wang

In a recent work,33 we have analysed in details the native film
formed on Al matrix and IMP particles on a model Al–Cu alloy. We
reported the presence of chemical heterogeneities at the surface of the
Al–Cu alloys. The surface is covered with an Al2O3 layer, but changes
occur underneath this layer and several situations can be distinguished:
Al covered with Al2O3 (Al/Al2O3), Al with Cu segregated at the
metal/oxide interface and covered with Al2O3 (Al-Cuseg/Al2O3),
Al2Cu/Al terminated, covered with Al2O3 (Al2Cu-Alterm/Al2O3), and
Al2Cu-Cu terminated, covered with Al2O3 (Al2Cu-Cuterm/Al2O3). The
complexity of the systems makes difficult the prediction of the
respective surface nobilities and related galvanic corrosion trend. To
better understand the role of each identified parameter, oxide thick-
ness, Cu enrichment, nature of the phase, we decided to build models
which account for the surface heterogeneities observed experimen-
tally. In the present work, we build models of oxidized Al and Al2Cu
surfaces, where the oxide layer is identical. This allows us i) to
compare Al and Al2Cu covered by an identical oxide, as is the case
observed experimentally, ii) to study independently the influence of
the metal composition on the electronic properties of the alloy/Al2Cu.
We first describe briefly the model construction (more details being
reported in the SI-1 section is available online at stacks.iop.org/JES/
167/161501/mmedia). We analyse separately the Al and Al2Cu
surfaces covered with an oxide layer. In addition, we studied the
influence of the interface metal/oxide layer composition. The outer-
most metal layer (and the metal/oxide interface) was substituted by
metal atoms of increasing work function. This strategy allowed us to i)
rationalize the link between work function of the metal and oxidized
surfaces, ii) model surface segregation and enrichment under the oxide
film, as observed experimentally.33 We also report results on a
oxidized Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) commensurate interface. In a third
part, we compare our results with previous works and with experi-
mental data. Note that although the presence of Cu2O islands was
observed experimentally,33 it will not be considered here.

Calculation Details

All calculations were performed using the periodic density
functional theory (DFT) method based on the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA),34 employing the Perdew, Burke and
Ernzerhof (PBE)35 exchange-correlation functional as implemented
in the plane-wave program Vienna ab initio simulation package
(VASP).36 The projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials37,38

were used for the core electron representation with a PAW core
radius of 1.52 Å for oxygen.

For the bulk materials, the simulation supercells contained 4
atoms for Al and Cu, 6 atoms for θ-Al2Cu and 40 atoms for γ-Al2O3.
The model of γ-Al2O3 was taken from the studies of Digne et al.39 A
converged K-points mesh of (6 × 6 × 6) was used for bulk Al, Cu
and θ-Al2Cu and (4 × 4 × 4) for Al2O3. Within this approach, the
bulk lattice constants are a = 4.05 Å for Al, a = 3.63 Å for Cu, a =
5.98 Å and c =4.74 Å for θ-Al2Cu and a = 8.03 Å, b = 8.34 Å and c
= 5.55 Å for γ-Al2O3, in good agreement with experimental values
and previous studies.6,40

For each calculation, the quality of the basis set is determined by a
single parameter, the energy cutoff (Ecut). In this work, we used Ecut =
520 eV and a smearing σ =0.01 eV was applied. A dipolar correction
was applied along the z axis. The integration in reciprocal space was
performed with a Monkhorst-Pack41 grid (3 × 3 × 1). Geometry
optimizations performed all along this work were considered con-
verged when the energy differences were inferior to 10−4 eV per cell.

Binding energies between metal and oxide are calculated as Eb =
Emet/ox − Emet – Eox, where Emet and Eox are the energies of metal
and oxide in the same geometry as when the interface is formed.

The work function was obtained by analysing the LOCPOT file
provided in VASP, and reporting the difference between the vacuum
potential near the surface and the metal Fermi level. For Al(001), we
obtained a value of 4.0 eV for an experimental value of 4.20 eV.42

The same test was employed for θ-Al2Cu(001) surface and we
concluded that a slab of seven metallic layers was sufficient to
reproduce the electronic features of the metal. For this surface, the
work function value is 4.1 eV in good agreement with the value of
4.2 eV in the literature.43

Results

Models.—Al2Cu(001) surface.—The study of the Al2Cu inter-
metallic growth and solidification has been the subject of several
works.44–51 In, particular, the θ-Al2Cu phase has attracted a lot of
attention due to its formation in every AlCu alloys. The first studies
on Al2Cu compound were conducted by Friauf.52 He described
Al2Cu as a tetragonal crystal of I4/mcm space group. Then, Jiang et
al.49 showed that the θ-Al2Cu formation is controlled by atomic
diffusion at the interfaces and grain boundaries. Chen et al.53

demonstrated by scanning tunnelling microscopy that the first phase
to form is the tetragonal θ-Al2Cu one, due to its lowest formation
energy. Haidara et al.54 reported that the intermetallic phase
composition is formed regardless of the alloy initial composition.
Furthermore, the preferential directions of dendrite growth have
attracted great interest.55–59 These studies have shown that the alloy
solidification direction does not depend solely on the composition
but also solidification parameters such as the temperature gradient
for example.60,61 Thus literature agrees today on a θ-Al2Cu
preferential orientation surface in the direction [001].62,63

Bulk γ′-Al2O3.—In a first step, we examined the Al and Al2Cu
structures and built surfaces with unit cells of similar sizes. The (3 ×
3) Al(001) surface (dimensions 12.15*12.15 Å2) is close to the (2 ×
2) Al2Cu(001) surface cell dimension (11.96*11.96 Å2), as the cell
dimensions differ by only 1.56%. For Al2Cu, we considered a Cu-
and an Al- terminated surface. A seven (respectively eight) metal
layer slab was considered for Cu (respectively Al)-terminated Al2Cu
surface, with five bottom layers frozen. A seven layer slab with five
frozen bottom layers was considered for Al(001). The calculated
work functions were 4.0, 3.9 and 4.1 for Al(001), Al2Cu-Al and
Al2Cu-Cu, respectively, in good agreement with literature.2,21

The second step consisted in the construction of an oxide cell,
that could model the Al2O3 layer on Al2Cu and Al(001). We did not
find any reference on epitaxy relationships between Al2O3 and
Al2Cu. We can consider as an example of epitaxial relationship, the
Al2O3/Ti interface, with a lattice mismatch of 7.5%.64 An epitaxial
Al2O3/SnO2 interface was also produced with a mismatch of
11.52%.65 Based on those experimental examples, we tried to build
an epitaxy relationship with a mismatch less than 10%.
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We thus built a bulk Al2O3 supercell that could fit with the (3 × 3)
Al(001) and (2 × 2) Al2Cu(001) cells. The c direction of Al2O3 is
5.55 Å, giving 11.1 if multiplied by two, and can be used to fit one of
the metal surface directions. The a cell value is a = 8.03 Å, and
multiplied by 3 it gives 24.09 Å. Thus, a (2 × 3) Al2O3 (010) cell of
dimensions (11.1*24.09) Å2 was built. This allows us to obtain a good
fit with Al/Al2Cu, with a cell of size of (12.15*24.3) Å2 for Al and
(11.96*23.92) Å2 for Al2Cu. In such cells, the mismatch between
γ-Al2O3(010) and Al(001) and the mismatch between γ-Al2O3(010)
and Al2Cu(001) is 9 and 7%, respectively, in the b direction, and
negligible (less than 1%) in the a direction. With this cell, we
built four surfaces: Al(001), Al2Cu(001), γ-Al2O3(010)/Al(001) and
γ-Al2O3(010)/Al2Cu(001).

Calculations with such cells are intensive and do not allow a
large number of calculations. Therefore, in order to perform more
calculations on a system that is easier to handle, we built another
oxide phase, named γ′-Al2O3. The details for the construction are
reported in SI-1 section. The new, γ′-Al2O3 bulk has a composition
Al48O72, and the following cell parameters, a′ = 11.73 Å, b′ = 8.8 Å
and c′ = 11.57 Å (the cell size of γ- are a = 8.03 Å, b = 8.34 Å and
c = 5.55 Å) for γ-Al2O3 (Fig. SI-1). It is important to verify if the
electronic properties of the γ-alumina are maintained after the
construction of the γ′ phase. Figure 1 reports the density of states
(DOS) of the bulk γ′-Al2O3 in comparison with the bulk γ-Al2O3.
We notice that the valence bands and conduction bands are identical.
The conduction bands of the γ- and γ′-Al2O3 have a maximum at
8.3 eV, in good agreement with the experimental values 7–8 eV.66–68

The bottom of the conduction bands is at 4.1 and 3.95 eV above the
Fermi level, for the γ- and γ′-Al2O3 respectively, confirming that
both phases have similar electronic properties. The calculated gap,
4 eV, is in agreement with previous theoretical works.39,55,69 This
band gap is much lower than the experimental value (7–8 eV), a
known shortcoming of pure GGA.70,71

The new γ′ phase allowed us to build metal/oxide interfaces with
a smaller mismatch: 4.7% for Al and 3% for Al2Cu (see SI-1–2
section). We also plotted in Fig. 1 the bulk γ′ to which the strain to
accommodate the Al2Cu cell was imposed. We observe a gap
narrowing to 3.5 eV. As stated previously,67 the difference in the gap
values is due to the shift of the bottom of the conduction band.

From the γ′ bulk, the (010) surface was constructed (see Fig. SI-2
in SI section). The Al2O3 (010) slab is stoichiometric. At the surface,
the Al atoms are three fold coordinated, the oxygen are two-fold
coordinated. The average Bader charge of the bulk O- atoms is

−1.63, and the charge of the surface O atoms is −1.59. The average
Bader charge of bulk Al is 2.44, and 2.42 at the surface.

Ultrathin γ′- Al2O3 on Al and Al2Cu.—From the γ′-oxide bulk,
the γ′-Al2O3 surface (010) surface was built. In all cells, the oxide
layer is 9 Å thick. Figure 2 shows the different models. The obtained
oxide layers are of similar structure as without substrate, and are
similar for both cell sizes. We calculated binding energies of the
oxide/metal of 0.07 eV Å2 (1.1 J m−2) for the γ′-Al2O3/Al2Cu-Cuterm
interface, and slightly higher binding energies on Al terminated
surfaces, 0.08 eV Å2 (1.3 J m−2) for γ′-Al2O3/Al and 0.10 eV Å−2

(1.6 J m−2) for γ′-Al2O3/Al2Cu-Alterm. These values agree well with
the calculated value of 1.4 J m−2 for Al2O3/Cu(111)).

72 The higher
adhesion energy of Al2O3/Al and Al2O3/Al2Cu-Alterm with respect
to Al2O3/Al2Cu-Cuterm is explained by the higher charge transferred
from the metal to the oxide.73

Work functions of γ′-Al2O3(010)/Al(001) and effect of inter-
facial layer composition.—Surface terminations, composition and
structure play an important role in the work function (Φ). The presence
of an oxide layer and the composition of the metallic planes under the
oxide layer modify Φ.3,6 In this section, we study the influence of Cu
segregation underneath the oxide layer on the Φ value. To better
characterize the interface, we studied, in addition to Cu, the influence
of metals of increasing work function, Mg, Ag, Ni, Au, located at the
Al surface or at the metal/oxide interface, on the resulting work
function. The surface Al metallic plane is substituted by different
metals (the M terminated surfaces are noted here Al-Mterm and the
oxidized surfaces are noted Al2O3/Al-Mterm). We note no effect of the
Mterm nature on the average oxide relaxation, and a small effect on
the relaxation at the Mterm-oxide interface. All the atomic densities in
the metal/oxide interfacial region are given in Supp section SI-1–3.
We observe that the Mterm/oxide interfaces are sharp, with the
exception of the Al–Mg–Al2O3 system, where a small fraction of
Mg (0.67 at nm−2) has relaxed into the Al2O3 interface layer.

The different calculated Φ are compared to the experimental
work function of each substitution metal. The experimental work
functions are 3.66 eV for Mg (polycrystalline), 4.20 for Al(001),
4.74 eV for Ag(001), 5.10 eV for Cu(001), 5.35 eV for Ni (001) and
5.47 eV for Au (001).19,74–76

For the non-oxidized surfaces, we observe a moderate increase of
the work function with increasing the work function of the metal
replacing Al at the metal surface (Fig. 3a, Φ(Al-Mterm)), blue points)
from 4.0 for Mg to 4.6 eV for Au. The presence of the oxide, which,
for each metal, increases Φ, reinforces this tendency (Fig. 3a, Φ
(Al2O3/Al-Mterm) curve, orange points), as the ΔΦ increases with Φ
(Mterm), from Mg to Ni (Fig. 3a, ΔΦ(Al2O3/Al-Mterm) curve, grey
points). A Bader charge analysis reveals a charge transfer from the
metal to the Al2O3 oxide (Fig. 3b, Φ(Al-Mterm) curve and
Φ(Al2O3/Al-Mterm)). The transferred charge originates mainly from
the Mterm layer, as will be detailed later.

Work functions of γ′-Al2O3(010)/Al2Cu(001)-Cu terminated
surface and effect of metal termination.—The same study was
performed for the Al2Cu(001)-Cu surfaces, which have been shown
experimentally to be stabilized as a consequence of the preferential
Al oxidation.33 The surfaces are noted here Al2Cu-Mterm. As in the
case of the oxidized Al systems, the metal/oxide interfaces are sharp
for the Au, Ag and Ni interfaces, but the Cu, Al and Mg interfaces
are smoother, the relaxation of the oxide and of the interface layer
inducing a degree of mixing. For Alterm and Mgterm, 3.3% of the
oxygen of the oxide make a bond either with the Mterm. For Cuterm,
the same amount of oxygen binds with an Al from the first Al plane
under Cu, that has relaxed into the Cu plane. Finally, we notice that,
in the case of Al2Cu, the Cu, Al and Mg/oxide interfaces are
smoother than their equivalent for Al.

The work functions calculated for the Al2Cu-Mterm surfaces are
reported in Fig. 4a. We observe the same tendencies as on the pure
Al surface. The higher Φ(Mterm), the higher is Φ(Al2Cu-Mterm).

Figure 1. Projected Density of States of bulk aluminas: γ′-Al2O3 (plain
black line), strained γ′-Al2O3 (- - - dashed black line) and γ-Al2O3 (-plain
grey line). The Fermi level is set at the origin of the energies (in eV).
Snapshot on the [0, 5] eV zone, on the bottom of the conduction bands.
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Again, for each metal, the oxide layer increases Φ (see for a given
Mterm the blue and orange values) (Fig. 4a). Figure 4a also shows
that the higher Φ(Mterm), the larger is ΔΦ. Figure 4b shows that
again, the charge transferred to the oxide (due to the oxidation of
Mterm) increases (in absolute value) with increasing Mterm work
function.

Mterm charge analysis.—Figure 5a shows that whereas an
electron transfer is observed from Mg to the substrate, no significant
charge transfer is observed between Al and the substrate (Al or
Al2Cu), whereas a significant electron transfer from the substrate to
the terminal metal is observed for the more electronegative metals
(Ag to Au).

Figure 5b reports the Mterm charges on oxidized Al and Al2Cu.
The presence of the Al2O3 oxide induces an increase in the oxidation
degree of Mg and Al, whereas no significant difference in the
oxidation degree of the more electronegative metals is observed
before and after oxidation. To summarize, a significant electron
transfer occurs from Mg to Al or Al2Cu, whereas the electron
transfer is from Al or Al2Cu to the more electronegative metals. The
presence of Al2O3 layer induces an oxidation of Mg and Al, but no
significant change of the charge of the other metals, which are
obviously less easily oxidized.

Valence and conduction bands of the Al2O3 ultrathin layers
above Al(001) and Al2Cu(001) surfaces.—We study now the Valence

band (VB) and Conduction band (CB) positions of Al2O3 on Al and
Al2Cu. The electronic density of states (DOS) projected on the Al2O3

layers above the different metal surfaces are shown in Fig. 6 for Al
and Al2Cu with various Mterm. All the data are reported in Table I.

We first observe that the VB maxima and VB edges (energy
value below the Fermi level where the VB starts), which consist in
Al3p and O2p bands (see the SI-2 section),77 are shifted to lower
energies (meaning that the Schottky barrier is higher) when passing
from the more electronegative to the less electronegative metal, both
on Al and Al2Cu (Table I and Fig. 6). This increase in the Schottky
barrier with decreasing metal electronegativity was already men-
tioned for Al2O3 thin films on pure metals (Ni, Cu) and on Cu–Al
and Ni–Al alloys, where the VB starts at 1.4 eV and 2 eV below Ef

for Al2O3/Ni-Al and Al2O3/Cu-Al, respectively.78 Other authors
calculated a value of 2.3 eV for the VB maximum of
α-Al2O3/Cu(111).

72 This last value agrees well with our calculated
value of 2.2 eV for the Al–Cu system.

As for the VB maxima, we calculate a VB at 4.2 eV for
Al2O3/Al, and a lower value, 3.2 eV, when the underlying metal
plane is enriched in Cu. On Al2Cu, the VBmax is at 4.28 on the Al
terminated surface and 3.78 eV on the Cu one. This decrease of VB
maximum was observed when comparing Al2O3 on pure Cu (3.2 eV)
and Al2O3 on Cu-9Al, Al terminated (4.4 eV).78 The experimental
value of 3.5 eV was measured on Al(431) substrate after thermal
oxidation.79 Figure 6 confirms that, for Al and for Al2Cu, VBmax

increases with decreasing Mterm work function.

Figure 2. Optimized models of Al and Al2Cu covered with an Al2O3 oxide layer (projection in the (010) plane, except for the bottom right, projection in the
(100) plane) and binding energies of the γ′-Al2O3-oxide. Colour code: pink: Al; green: Cu; red: O.
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The energy level of the conduction band (CB) also varies with
the nature of Mterm, and for Al and Al2Cu, the CB value increases
with increasing the Mterm work function. In consequence, the
acceptor states of the oxide on Cu-terminated metal are higher,
suggesting a lower reactivity of the oxide (higher protection power
against electron transfer, and, possibly, corrosion). As for the gap
value, a slight gap opening is calculated with increasing Mterm work
function.

Application to the systems of interest for corrosion.—In the
preceding part, we have shown that the work function increases with

the presence of the Al2O3 oxide layer and with the increasing
nobility of the metal underneath the oxide film, and that the
determining parameter for the Φ value change is the charge
transferred to the oxide, hence the oxidation degree of the metallic
plane underneath the oxide. We have also found that the electronic
gap slightly increases, whereas the Schottky barrier becomes lower
with increasing metal work function. Now, we will consider the
systems which are the most relevant for the characterization of the
surface properties of Al–Cu alloys and Al2Cu intermetallic particles.
Figure 7 summarizes the results for Al, Al-Cuterm, Al2Cu-Alterm and
Al2Cu-Cuterm.

The work function is in both cases higher for Al2Cu than for pure
Al. In average, the Schottky barriers are higher for Al2Cu than for
Al, but due to the influence of the interfacial plane nature, no simple
trend can be drawn. Finally, the gap values are higher for Al2Cu

Figure 3. (a) Work function (Φ) calculated for the metallic (Al-Mterm) and
Al2O3-oxide covered (Al2O3/Al-Mterm) Al(001) surface, and work function
difference (ΔΦ) with respect to the non-oxidized surface, plotted vs the
experimental Φ value of the terminating metal (Mg, Al, Ag, Cu, Ni, Au), (b)
work function difference (ΔΦ), plotted vs the density of charge transferred to
the oxide. The dashed line indicate data for pure Al.

Figure 4. Work function (Φ) calculated for the metallic Mterm and
Al2O3-oxide covered Al2Cu surface, and work function difference (ΔΦ),
plotted vs (a) the experimental Φ value of Mterm (Mg, Al, Ag, Cu, Ni, Au),
(b) the density of charge transferred to the oxide.

Table I. Summary of the calculated electronic properties (work function, Φ, conduction band, CB, valence band edge VBedge, valence band maxima
VBmax) of the γ′-Al2O3 film as a function of the underlying metal and interface plane composition.

Supporting Metallic Phase Mterm Φ (eV) CB (eV) VBedge (eV) VBmax (eV) Gap(eV)

Al(001) Mg 4.6 1.1 1.94 4.32 3.04
Al 5.1 1.29 1.72 4.18 3.01
Cu 5.4 2.20 1.0 3.25 3.2
Ag 5.7 2.3 0.87 3.21 3.17
Ni 6.4 2.1 0.98 3.27 3.02
Au 6.1 2.6 0.50 2.89 3.11

Al2Cu(001) Mg 4.6 0.87 2.64 4.89 3.5
Al 5.4 1.83 2.05 4.28 3.53
Cu 5.7 2.34 1.42 3.78 3.60
Ag 5.5 2.27 1.2 3.95 3.47
Ni 6.1 1.19 1.19 3.40 3.77
Au 6.0 0.65 0.65 3.24 3.63
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(3.5–3.6 eV) than for Al (3.1–3.2 eV), suggesting a lower reactivity
of the oxide film on Al2Cu than on Al.

In addition to the slabs with γ′-Al2O3, the Al/Al2O3 and
Al2Cu-Cuterm systems were optimized in large cells, with the
γ-Al2O3 over the surface (see section 3.1.2 and Fig. 2). Table II
summarizes the work function values of the studied systems. We
observe that the calculated Φ are in the same range as those
calculated with the γ′-Al2O3 layer: we find a Φ value of 5.3 eV for
Al(001)/γ-Al2O3 (100) (to be compared to 5.1 eV for the γ′analog),
and 6.2 eV for Al2Cu(001)-Cu/γ- Al2O3 (100), (5.7 eV for the γ′
analog), confirming the higher Φ of oxidized Al2Cu(001)-Cu with
respect to oxidized Al.

On pure Al, Cu segregation increases Φ by 0.3–0.4 eV, whereas
the effect of oxide layer on Φ is higher (1–1.3 eV). In other words,
the first parameter influencing the Φ value on Al is the presence of an
oxide layer, the metallic composition under the oxide film having
also a significant, but less pronounced effect. The same trend is
observed for Al2Cu: the Cu termination gives a higher Φ than the Al
one, by 0.3–0.4 eV, and the presence of oxide significantly increases
the Φ values, by 1.4–2.1 eV.

Thus, for Al2Cu as for Al, two factors determine the value of Φ:
the presence of an oxide layer (increase by more than 1 eV) and the
composition of the metallic plane under the oxide film (increase of
0.3 eV when Cu is present under the oxide film instead of Al).

Potential drop at the Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) interface.—We now
consider the two combined models, i.e. the Al(010)//Al2Cu(010)
interface, and the (001) surface, covered or not with an Al2O3 oxide
layer. The Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) semi coherent interface was ob-
served experimentally.30,80 Here we compare the potential drop at
the Al//Al2Cu interface, without and with an oxide layer. We choose
the Al–Cu and Al2Cu-Cu terminated surfaces as the most relevant,
considering our previous findings,33 using XPS and ToF-SIMS

Figure 6. Projected DOS and energy values for the Valence band maxima
(dark green), valence band edges (light green), conduction band (blue), and
gaps, (orange) of the Al2O3 oxide supported on (a)–(b) Al(010), (c)–(d)
Al2Cu(001), with different metals termination (Insets in the DOS are for
visibility). Arrows indicate the VBmax and VB edges. Snapshots on the
region near the Fermi energy. The zero is set at the Fermi level. The colour
code for the metals in the projected DOS are: Orange: Au, red: Ni, dark grey:
Ag, green: Cu, light grey: Al, blue: Mg.

Figure 5. (a) Mterm charge on Al (grey) and Al2Cu (green); (b) Mterm charge
on the metal and oxidized surfaces. Colour code: grey: Al; grey with a red
line: Al-Mterm-Al2O3; green = Al2Cu and green with a red line: Al2Cu-
Mterm-Al2O3
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analyses, that copper segregates at the metal/oxide interface on both
intermetallic particles and aluminium matrix. We reproduce this
interface, without (Fig. 8a) and with (Fig. 8b) the oxide layer. We
can thus model the potential drop at the interface. We take as the
potential drop the difference between the average values from both
sides of the interface. We considered that the potential drop is equal
to the work function difference, according to equationΔΨ =ΔΦ/e21

and found that ΔΨ ∼ 170 mV and 300 mV for the non-oxidized and
oxidized surfaces, respectively, where the Al2Cu part is always the
more noble (see Fig. 8). It should be pointed out that the model used
is of very small size, and thus boundary effects are important.
However, this simple case confirms that the Volta potential of the
IMP is higher than that of the matrix, (covered or not with oxide,
provided the oxide has the same thickness).

Discussion

It is now possible to gather all the available data from the present
work, and data from literature, and try to propose a rational
discussion of the role of the surface terminations of Al2Cu//Al on
the work function values.

The present theoretical data are first compared to other published
data. As explained in the introduction, few theoretical works have

been performed on Al2Cu systems, and it is worth combining all
results. Indeed, we studied in a previous work the influence of the
oxide thickness on the work function Φ6. In this work, we showed
that the work function increases with increasing oxide thickness, and
that the oxide recovers the electronic properties of the bulk for a
thickness of 1.2 nm. We also studied the influence of Cu segregation
at the Al(111) surface,3 in the presence of an oxide layer, and
showed that a fraction of Cu monolayer leads to an increase in the
work function. More recently Leygraf et al. modelled the adsorption
of water at Al and Al2Cu surfaces.21 Water adsorbed at the metal
surface can represent a model of the metal surface in interaction with
an aqueous solution, or of the first stage of an oxide growth.

Figure 9 shows the computed ΔΦ (assimilated to the Volta
potential difference, as ΔΨ = ΔΦ/e) with respect to the Al metal
surface. All data are detailed in the SI-3 section (Table SI-II).
Figure 9a shows that the presence of adsorbed water has little
influence on ΦAl for Al(111). An ultrathin oxide layer (5 Å) induces
a Φ increase of 0.2 eV, comparable to water adsorption. Thicker
oxides (from 9 to 12 Å), induce a significant increase in Φ
(1–1.6 eV).6 Cu segregation at the Al(001) surface, induces a
moderate increase of Φ, (0.3–0.4 eV, this work). We note that for
Al2O3(111)/Al(111), the opposite effect was found, the Cu segrega-
tion inducing a lowering of the work function value of −0.3 eV, due

Figure 7. Electronic level diagrams calculated for Al and Al2Cu covered with Al2O3, with Cu or Al termination. Evac, and EF are the energy levels of the
vacuum, and of the Fermi level, respectively. CB refers to the conduction band, VB to the valence band. Φ is the work function.

Figure 8. Electrostatic potential variation at the (001) surfaces of the Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) interface, (a) metal and (b) oxidized surface. Al and Cu are grey
(small: Al; large: Cu), O is red.
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to a charge transfer from the oxide layer to the metal interface.3 We
attribute this difference to the polar character of γ-Al2O3 (111), for
which the interfacial plane is in contact with a full oxygen layer.

As mentioned previously, it is found that the most important
factor governing the Φ value for Al is the presence of an oxide layer.
Segregation of Cu is the second determining factor, and water
adsorption on the metal surface has only a weak effect on Φ.

The trends are identical for Al2Cu, (see Fig. 9b), with water
adsorption having a small effect on Φ, the nature of the metal under
the oxide film having an effect of up to 0.5 eV, and the presence of
an oxide film inducing the largest increase of 1.4–1.6 eV.

We can finally compare the calculated results with experimental
measurements81 of Volta potential for Al and Al2Cu before immer-
sion in aqueous solution, which correspond best to the native oxide
analysed in our previous paper on a model Al–Cu alloy.33 The
authors81 report that the Al2Cu surface Volta potential is more noble
by 0.2 V than the Al matrix. This result is in good agreement with
our own calculations (ΔΦ = 0.3 eV, see Fig. 7).

Conclusions

DFT calculations of Al and Al2Cu covered by the same Al2O3

oxide layer have been performed, allowing us to study two
parameters influencing the metal/alloy electronic properties: the
presence of an ultrathin oxide layer and the composition of the first
metallic plane under the oxide film. The main results are the
following:

i) A model for Al2Cu intermetallic covered by an ultrathin Al2O3

oxide layer is proposed, which is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first atomistic model of (pre)oxidized Al2Cu.

ii) A commensurate Al(010)//Al2Cu(010) interface, covered by an
ultrathin oxide layer, was built.

iii) The presence of the oxide layer increases the work function Φ
of Al and Al2Cu surfaces by 1–1.6 eV, and the presence of Cu
under the oxide film also increases the work function, with
however a less marked effect (∼0.3 eV).

iv) A systematic study of the effect of different metals (Mg, Al,
Cu, Ag, Ni, Au) segregated at the oxide-matrix interface, with
metals of increasing work function, has shown that for both Al
and Al2Cu, the determining factor for the work function
variation is the amount of charge transferred to the oxide by
the oxidation of the interfacial metal layer.

v) The work function difference between Al and Al2Cu (0.2 eV)
is maintained, and even reinforced, in the presence of the oxide
layer.

vi) The same result was found on a model of Al(010)//Al2Cu(010)
interface terminated with the (001) surface.

vii) The relation between work function and Volta potential has
been discussed.
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